How the University of Dundee
saved over 50% on the cost
of storing its research data
The University of Dundee’s School of Life
Sciences is constantly producing new
research data. We helped it embrace
smarter, more scalable storage, without
increasing its IT headcount – all for half
the cost of less savvy solutions.

“We’re almost a bit spoilt, in so far as –
credit to Tectrade and IBM – we’ve been
proactive in seeing the problems lying
ahead, and addressing them early. Instead
of feeling like we’re on the back foot, we’re
ready for the challenges that come.”
Chris Scott
Research Computing Manager
University of Dundee

The challenge
Modern scientific experiments
create a lot of data. And that’s
great for the progress of human
knowledge – but it can be a
challenge for the IT teams charged
with keeping that data accessible
and protected.

Chris Scott is Research Computing Manager
at the University of Dundee’s School of Life
Sciences. It’s his teams job to provide the IT
infrastructure scientific researchers need to
store, process, and retain their data:
• Managing that data, to ensure owners
can always find their current data sets
quickly and easily
• Supporting the processing of that data
– from simple workloads to automated,
machine workflows
• Retaining that data for the periods 		
required by funding bodies – often ten
years from the last date of access
Faced with growing data volumes, the
University was looking for ways to
effectively deliver these services at scale –
without increasing IT costs and headcount,
or compromising on performance.
The University needed a solution that would let
it keep data on-site, having judged the local
data transfer rates too slow to make cloud
services a viable option.

The solution
When we started working with the
University’s School of Life Sciences,
its research data resided in multiple
systems, each running open source
software. We worked closely with
the University to help it:
• Be proactive: tackling its research data 		
challenge early, with a forwardlooking 		
strategy.
• Move away from multiple platforms: 		
and the relatively high strain they were 		
placing on the University’s IT resources.
• Move to a larger, highly scalable, highly
integrated system:
built on IBM Spectrum Scale and IBM 		
Spectrum Protect
• Deliver an enterprise-class, software-		
defined solution: that’s hardware agnostic,
and offers economies of scale as well as the
advanced features needed to tame future
data growth.

As Chris explains:
“The solution we’ve chosen uses IBM’s
Spectrum Scale as the file system software,
which integrates closely with Spectrum Protect
for backing up. Tectrade have been key –
we’ve relied on their professional services
to help us design and architect the solution,
and they’ve been a great help in showing
us not only how to run it, and what the future
looks like.”

“With free software, it’s only the code
that’s free. Deploying and running it still takes
a lot of local resources. Tectrade and IBM
are helping us shift towards spending more
on software, and less on people – and at the
same time, solve a lot of problems around
backing up high file counts, and generally
keeping things simple for data owners.”
Chris Scott
Research Computing Manager
University of Dundee

The Environment
• Size: Hundreds of TBs, across multiple campuses
• Virtualisation: VMware vSphere 5.5
• Operating systems: Windows Server 2008R2/2012R2 (32 & 64 bit),
Centos or Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5, 6 & 7, (and on legacy systems)
SUSE Linux and Netware 6.5/6.0
• Physical servers: Dell, HP, IBM x86 & Power Servers
• Storage: IBM StorwizeV3700, Dell Compellent and PowerVault Fibre 		
Channel arrays

The Products & Services
• Storage Virtualisation: IBM SAN Volume Controller SVC
• High Performance Storage: : IBM SAN Volume Controller SVC
with Real-Time Compression
• File Storage Platform: IBM Spectrum Scale
• Enterprise Data Protection: IBM Spectrum Protect running on
IBM POWER severs, using IBM TS3500 Tape Libraries with LTO6 drives

The Results
A system that scales

No need to up headcount

The University’s new, highly-scalable
infrastructure allows it to store growing data
volumes without having to split up data sets
– helping to simplify data management, and
ensure scientists can find their data quickly
and easily.

Finding skilled IT staff can be tough, especially
for projects with a short, fixed term. By
choosing to invest in technology, the University
has freed itself to let data volumes increase
without having to increase its IT headcount.

Savings of 50%
The University’s software-defined approach
has allowed it to deliver high performance
storage on very affordable equipment. Chris
estimates that the alternative – investing in
a large, networkattached storage system
– would have cost twice the money and IT
time. The new infrastructure, with its advanced
information management tools, is also helping
Chris’ team to keep costs per TB way down –
to roughly 60% of those with a cloud provider.

Great powers of data protection
Deep integration between IBM Spectrum Scale
and Spectrum Protect give the University’s new
infrastructure great data protection powers –
like the option to set 24-hour Recovery Point
Objectives, ensuring changes to data are
backed up on a daily basis.

“We regularly review our tech investments
to make sure there’s no better option out
there, and we consistently find that the
solutions we’ve got – IBM products, bought
through Tectrade – provide the best possible
answer to our problems.”
Chris Scott
Research Computing Manager
University of Dundee

Tectrade attacks the toughest, most complex
data challenges for the world’s most dataintensive companies. We partner with our
clients to help them better protect and
manage their critical data assets – reducing
cost and risk, and unlocking the full value
of their data. And with teams in Europe
and the US, we can deliver projects and
managed services on a truly global scale.
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